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PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION

FOR OPERATION

1 All primary containment penetration conductor ovarcurrent protective
upsu
devices shown in Table 3.8.4.1-1

3.8.4.

IL

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONOITIONS 1, 2 and 3.
ACTION:

With one or more of the above required containment penetration
conductor overcurrent devices shown in Table 3.8.4.
inoperable:

a.

1-1.~~

OY

Restore the protective devi e(s) to OPERABLE status or deenergize
the circuit(s) by tripping racking out>
the alter

1.

~~mo~

within

72

hours, and

Declare the affected. system or component inoperable, and

2.

Verify at least once per 7 days thereafter the alternate device
is tripped~racked out, Q~emoved, or the device is racked out.
Q~moved $
Or
Otherwise, be in at, least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and
in COLO SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
3.

!

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.4. 1 Each of the primary containment penetration conducto~ overcurrent
protective devices required above shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per 18 months:

aO

selecting and functionally tasting a representative sample of
at least 10K of each type Of lower voltage-circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers selected for functional testing shall be
selected on a rotating basis. Testing of these circuit breakers
shall consist of infecting a current with a value equal to 300K
of the pickup of the thermal (long term time delay) element of
By

Types HFB-TM and KB-TM (thermal magnetic)

circuit

breakers, and

verifying that the circuit breaker operates within the time delay
band-width.
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SUR'/E:LL4NCE REQUIREMENTS

Cont.nued)

specified by the manufacturer ror :he .est current. The maane.fc
(instantaneous) element shall be tested by fn„'ec ,na a curr~n:
fn excess cf IZOC af ".he pickup vaiue cr ".he magnet;c ,'instantaneaus) eIement and verifying .hat .he cfrcuf . breake. :ries
fns antaneously with no intentional ime delay. Type Hr"+
(magnetic only) c',rcuit breaker tes'.ng shall also ;ollaw .h'.s
procedure except :hat no therpaI trip elements will be fnvoivec.
Circui breakers found inoperable dur ng func: cnai -.astfng ;nai:
.=or
be restored to OPERABLE status prior to resuming aperar,ion.
eacfi circuit breaker found inoperable during these func:fanal
ests, an additional representatfve sample or at leas: LO,. ar
all the circuft breakers or the fnoperable type shall also be
func fcna'lly tested until no more raflures are faunc =. ~ i!
circuit breakers cr that type have been rune:icnally -estad.
a.
By selecting and functionally tasting a representat
=ach
sample of each type of. fuse on a rotating oasis.
re
entative sample of fuses shall includ
least 10~
of that type. The functio
test shall
of all
-destructive resise measurement tasconsist of a
which demonstrates
the fus
eets its manufacturer's
noperable during these funcdesign criteria. Fuses
ith OPERABLE fuses prior
tional testing shall be plac
und inoperable during
to resuming operati . For each fus
tative sample
these functiana
ests, an additional rep
funcof at least ~ of a11 fuses'of that type shal
tionall ested until no mare failures are found or-a
fu
of that type have been functionally tested, or
5.
each overcurrent relay listed in
Testing of these relays shall consist of
injecting a current in excess of 120~ of'he nominal relay
initiation current and measuring the response time. The
measured response time shall be within ~ 10Ã of the specified
value.
By

functionally testing

Table 3.8.4.1-1.

b.

At least once per 60 months by subjecting each cfrcuft bieaker to an
inspection and preventive maintenance fn accordance with procedures
prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.
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Primary containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors
are protected by either de"energizing circuits not required during'eactor
operation or demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent
.protection circuit breakers by periodic-surveil'lance.
A

~~~

surveillance requirements applicable to lower voltage circuit break'ers
provides assurance of breaker ~fuse-reliability by testing at least
representative sample of each manufacturers brand of circuit breaker<~~
The

one

Each

manufacturer's molded case and metal case

Aces are grouped into representative

and

treat

type of

each group as a separate

purposes.

circuit

breakers

an~

samples which are than tested on a

breaker~eeee- for surveillance

The bypassing of the motor operated valve thermal overload protection
continuously by integral bypass devices ensures that the thermal overload
protection will not prevent .safety related valves from performing their function. The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the bypassing of the
thermal overload protection continuously are in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.106 "Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor Operated
Valves", Revision 1, March 1977.
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E

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION

FOR OPERATION

3.8.4. 1 All primary containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective
devices
shown in Table 3. 8. 4. 1"1
'
.

S

.

:

.

.

shall'e

OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 3.
ACTION:

With one or more of the above required containment penetration

.!

or

inoperable:

Restore the protective devi e(s) to

alternate device or racking out
device within 72 hours, and

OPERABLE

~mo~ag.

status or deenergize
the inoperable

2.

Declare the affected system or component inoperable, and

3.

Verify at least once per 7 days thereafter the alternate device
is tripped~ racked out, ~move4, or the device is racked out.

Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

12 hours and

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.4.1 Each of the primary containment penetration conductor overcurrent
protective devices required above shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per

selecting and functionally testing a representative sample of
at least 10'f each type of lower voltage circuit breakers.
Circuit breakers selected Nor functional testing. shall be selected
on a rotating basis.
Testing of these circuit breakers shall consist of injecting a current with a value equal to 300K of the
pickup of the thermal (long time delay) element of Types HFB-TM
and KB-TM (thermal magnetic) circuit breakers, and verifying that
the circuit breaker operates within the time delay band-width for

1.
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SURVEiLLAHCE REQUIREMENTS

Continued

by the manufacture~ for the test current.
(instantaneous) element shall be tested by injecting "
a current in excess of 120K of the pickup value of the magnetic
(instantaneous) element and verifying that the c <cuit breaker
trips instantaneously with no intentional time delay. Type
HFB-M (magnetic only) circuit b~eaker testing shall also follow
this procedure except hat, no thermal trip elements will be
involved. Circuit breakers found inoperable during functional
testing shall be restored to OPERABLE status prior to resuming
operation. For each circuit breaker found inoperable during these
functional tests, an additional representative sample of at least
LOX of all the circuit breakers of the inoperable type shall also
be functionally tested until no more fai lures are found or all
circuit breakers of that type have been functionally tested.

that current specified

The magnetic

a.By selecting and functionally testing a representative samol
ive
Each represen
ach type of fuse on a rotating basis.
of that.
fuses shall include at least 10% of all ;
samp

destructive
ctional test shall consist, of a
type. The
ent test which demonstr
s that the fuse
resistance measu
design Criter . Fuses found inoperable
meets its manufacture
be replaced with OPERABLE
s
during these functional te
'o . For each fuse found inoperable
fuses prior to resuming oper
representative sample
ts, an ad
during these functional
1 be functionally
of
that
of
fuses
least
1Ã
of at
type
s of that
re failures are found or all
tested until n
or
tested,
n
functionally
have
type

'al

-repkacieg~
Functionally testing each overcurrent relay listed in Table
3.8.4. 1-1. Testing of these relays shall consist of injecting
a current in excess of 12% of the nominal relay initiation
current and measuring the response time. The measured response
time shall be ~ithin elOX of the specified value.
b.

At least once per,60 months by subjecting each circuit breaker to an
inspection and preventive maintenance in accordance with procedures
prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recoaeendations.
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ELECTRICAL EOUIPMENT PROTECTIVE OEVICES

Primary containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors
are protected by either de-energizing circuits not required during reacto~
operation or demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent
protection circuit breakers by periodic surveillance.
The

~~

surveillance requirements applicable to lower voltage circuit breakers

AH'uses- provides assurance of breaker
reliability by testing at leas
one representative sample of each manufacturers brand of circuit breaker~wnd~
'-fuse-. Each manufacturer's molded case and metal case circuit breakers and~
Aves are grouped into representative samples which are than tested on a

1gg

and

treat

1

«111

~1

type of breaker

each group as a separate

purposes'he

~~

for surveillance

bypassing of the motor operated valve thermal overload protection
continuously by integral bypass devices ensures that the thermal overload
protection will not prevent safety related valves from performing their function. 'The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the bypassing of the
thermal overload protection continuously are in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.106 "Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor Operated
Valves", Revision 1, March 1977.
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